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Abstract—Two directional UWB monopole antennas are proposed.
It is shown that a design methodology for omnidirectional UWB
rectangular planar monopole antennas can be applied for directional
ones. The directional features are taken by introducing a slanting
angle between the radiator and the ground plane. The slanting angle
also plays a role in the low cutoff frequency, and it is considered in
a proposed equation to determine that frequency. For the two UWB
antennas the radiators have a rectangular shape, and the bandwidth is
extended by choosing beveling angle and an appropriate height-width
ratio. The developed antennas have a bandwidth wider than 10GHz
for a reflection coefficient lower than −10 dB. The directional radiation
pattern has an average gain of 5 dB.

1. INTRODUCTION

Since 2002, the UWB antenna research is focused on satisfying the
requirements settled by the FCC for UWB Communication Systems.
The omnidirectional radiation pattern characteristic in UWB antennas
is required because efforts have been carried out to improve mobile and
portable wireless communication systems. This peculiarity has reduced
the interest in directional UWB planar antennas.

Some modern electronic devices such as fixed high data wireless
local systems, ground penetration radars, localization systems and
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microwave radio-systems for cancer detection require directional
antennas with a wide impedance bandwidth. Beside planar and
planarized UWB dipoles and monopoles with omnidirectional radiation
pattern [1–22], there are also published volumetric, planar and
planarized UWB monopoles with a directional radiation pattern [23–
33]. Among them, the most popular planarized UWB directional
antenna is the Vivaldi one [31, 32].

The developments of a high-performance UWB antenna face
significant challenges due to the critical tradeoff between bandwidth,
gain, size, phase linearity and radiation pattern stability. For example,
the Vivaldi antenna has high phase linearity, but its size is increased at
low frequencies for a high directive radiation pattern [31]. Meanwhile,
ridged horn antennas compared with the Vivaldi ones also have several
disadvantages: Hard to be fabricated, high cost and relatively big
size [32].

The main goal of this paper is to offer a design methodology for
directional UWB monopoles, in order to provide a required versatility
to develop these antennas for a needed lower cutoff frequency. The
paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the design of the
radiator; the development of directional UWB monopoles is described
in Section 3; Section 4 details the obtained results for the bandwidth
and the radiation pattern of the prototypes, and in Section 5 the
conclusions are formulated.

2. RECTANGULAR RADIATOR DESIGN

The radiator’s design methodology uses five parameters to be tuned:
bevel angle, ψ, height/width ratio, l/W , feeding point width, a, feeding
point height, h, and slanting angle, β between the radiator and the
ground plane. Figure 1 shows the parameters and areas (A1, A2 and
A3) of the radiator.

The methodology for the radiator design is represented by the flow

(a) (b)

Figure 1. Design parameters of the rectangular radiator.
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diagram shown in Figure 2 [34]. There, the first tune process uses a set
of different bevel angles, ψ, for a square planar monopole (in this case,
for example, for fL = 6.5 GHz, l = W = 19 mm). The selected bevel
angle, ψµ, is the one that provides the best UWB reflection coefficient.

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the design methodology of a
directional UWB monopole antenna.
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The second tune process uses different radiator widths, W , for ψµ

obtained from the first tune process. Now, before determine the lower
cutoff frequency, it is important to make some comments related to
the parameter W .

A square planar monopole could be seen as a planar cylindrical
monopole with a wide effective radius, and as well known due to the
direct relationship between the radius of a cylindrical monopole and
its bandwidth [35], the greater the radius is, the wider the bandwidth
is. Therefore, a rectangular planar monopole (W > l) provides a
wider bandwidth when W = l, and it is the reason that the design
methodology always requires the height/width ratio less than one.

Once the above is stated and continuing with the design
methodology, the selected value of W is now Wµ and corresponds
to the value that provides wider bandwidth in this second tune
step. It is important to point out that the variation of W implies
a different radiator area, which requires a new tune process to get
the impedance matching. Therefore, as can be seen in Figure 2,
the design methodology provides the possibility of verifying both in
a new set of bevel angles (where now ψµ has been updated to the
new dimension Wµ). Note that this re-tune process is carried out
depending on the value of a counter, K.

After the bevel angle with the best UWB reflection coefficient has
been attained, the third tunes process start, which uses the feed width,
a, as a parameter to obtain the widest bandwidth. Following the same
procedure used in the other tune process, the feed width is selected, in
this case, aµ, which provides the best UWB reflection coefficient in the
process. At this point, the designer could repeat the first tune process
in order to try to improve the bandwidth matching through the bevel
angle; otherwise, the methodology can continue to the fourth tune
process, which uses the feed height, h, as a parameter to enhance the
UWB impedance matching. Then the feed height hµ is selected, which
provides (until now) the best UWB reflection coefficient. As before,
the designer could repeat all the tune processes to try to improve the
impedance matching. If not, the designer proceeds to the fifth and
final tune task, which uses the slant angle, β, as the last parameter
to yield the directional radiation pattern maintaining the best UWB
impedance matching.

From the description of the methodology given above, it can be
observed that the selection of the best UWB reflection coefficient is
considered inside of each tune process. In Figure 3, the schematic
diagram of the evaluation process can be discerned. There, the term
parameter is used for any of the tune variables ψ, W, a, h or β. It is
important to remark that the best value requires that two conditions
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Figure 3. Schematic diagram of the evaluation process for each
parameter design.

are achieved; on one hand, it must provide the reflection coefficient
with the lowest median, and, on the other hand, the highest percentile
range for a threshold S11 ≤ −10 dB. However, these statistical values
are only guides to help the designer’s choice.

The lower cutoff frequency of the directional UWB monopole
antenna can be found by [36]:

l = 0.24λF (1)

where l is the length of a cylindrical monopole and of a planar radiator.
λ is the wavelength, both in mm. The length-radius equivalent term,
F , is used to find an equivalent area between a cylindrical monopole
and a planar monopole radiator [37], and it is determined by all design
parameters. This dimensionless term F is given by:

F =
l

rd + l
(2)

where rd is the radius of a cylindrical monopole given in mm.
Now, making the cylindrical area equal to the rectangular planar

monopole area shown in Figure 1 (formed by the sum of areas A1, A2
and A3):

2πrdl = (l − b) W +
(

W + a

2

)
b + ah (3)

Making some algebraic manipulations, an equivalent expression for the
cylindrical radius rd is obtained:

rd =
W (2l − b) + a(b + 2h)

4πl
(4)
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Therefore, the proposed equation that includes the five design variables
to determine the theoretical lower cutoff frequency of a directional
UWB monopole antenna is attained by substituting Equations (2), (3)
and (4) in (1), where it is got:

fLteo (GHz)=
288πl

[W (2l − b) + a (b + 2h) + 4πl2] sinβ
(5)

In Equation (5), β is introduced to consider the virtual electrical
length of the radiator, which is formed through its projection over
a perpendicular plane to the ground plane. Thus, once the design
methodology has been finished, the radiator’s dimensions for a specific
operational band requirement are achieved.

3. DIRECTIONAL UWB MONOPOLE DESIGN

3.1. Prototype I

In this subsection, the development of a directional UWB monopole
using the proposed design methodology for a lower cutoff frequency
of 6.5GHz is detailed. The parameter values of a rectangular planar
radiator by considering fL = 6.5GHz and after the tune tasks for all
the parameters are: l = 19mm, b = 8 mm, W = 26 mm, a = 3 mm,
h = 0.9 mm, and β = 30◦. Figure 4 shows all the dimensions of the
directional UWB monopole model using the CST [38], where a planar

Figure 4. Geometry and dimensions of the directional UWB
monopole.
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Figure 5. Simulated reflection coefficient magnitude of the directional
UWB monopole.

Figure 6. Simulated radiation
patterns at 7, 10, 14, 18, 22 and
26GHz of the directional UWB
monopole.

Figure 7. Geometry and dimen-
sions of the modified directional
UWB monopole.

reflector is collocated to improve the directional radiation pattern.
The error between the fL obtained by using Equation (5) and the
one obtained by simulations is about 0.6% (see Figure 5).

The radiation pattern for 7, 10, 14, 18, 22 and 26GHz obtained
by simulations is depicted in Figure 6, where it can be seen that its
gain goes from 3 to 5 dB; meanwhile, the ratio main to back lobe goes
from 5 to 20 dB. The angular width (3 dB) of the main lobe is about
75◦.
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Figure 8. Simulated reflection
coefficient magnitude of the mod-
ified directional UWB monopole.

Figure 9. Simulated radiation
patterns at 10, 18, 22, 26, 34 and
40GHz of the modified directional
UWB monopole.

3.2. Prototype II

The directional UWB monopole described above now is modified with
the main goal of extending the bandwidth and decreasing the ground
plane size, without significant penalty in gain, size of the back lobe and
directivity. In this case, the antenna input is placed near the vortex
formed by the ground and reflector planes as shown in Figure 7, and its
design is supported by the design methodology above described. Here,
the design of the antenna maintains the same lower cutoff frequency.
Therefore, after the tune process the radiator dimensions: l = 19 mm,
b = 8 mm, W = 26 mm, a = 3 mm, h = 0.8mm and β = 30◦. To
avoid significant changes of the radiation pattern, it was experimentally
determined that the length of the ground plane must be at least 3mm
bigger than lsinβ ; meanwhile the height of the plane reflector must be
at least 6mm bigger than lcosβ. Figure 7 shows the dimensions of the
modified directional UWB monopole. Equation (5) is still applicable
to estimate the lower cutoff frequency, which in this case is: 6.43 GHz.
As can be seen, the error between the lower cutoff frequencies predicted
by Equation 5 and the one obtained by simulation is disregarded (see
Figure 8).

The simulated radiation pattern for several frequencies is given in
Figure 9. From this figure it can be deduced that this antenna keeps its
feature of directivity, where the back lobe goes from −2 dB to −12 dB.
Finally, the main lobe angular width has an average of 70◦.
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4. MEASURED RESULTS

Both of the directional UWB monopoles were constructed using a brass
sheet of 0.2 mm thickness for the radiator and a brass sheet of 1.3mm
thickness for the reflector and ground plane. Figure 10 shows the
photograph of both prototypes.

Figure 10. Prototypes of the directional UWB monopole and the
modified one.

Figure 11 shows the measured reflection coefficient magnitude.
The measures were obtained through an Agilent NPA Series Network
Analyzer E8362B. The lower and upper cutoff frequencies for the
directional UWB monopole antenna are 6.32 GHz and 18.06GHz
respectively. Meanwhile, the lower and upper cutoff frequencies for the
modified one with the same radiator’s size are 6.62 GHz and > 20 GHz,
respectively.

Figure 11. Measured reflection coefficient magnitudes of the
prototypes.

Figure 12 shows the measured radiation pattern at 7, 10 and
14GHz for both prototypes: (a) Directional UWB monopole and (b)
Modified one. The average gain for both antennas in the operational
band is 5 dB. The radiation pattern of the modified directional UWB
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(a) (b)

Figure 12. Measured radiation pattern at 7, 10 and 14GHz (a)
Directional UWB monopole. (b) Modified directional UWB monopole.

monopole undergoes changes due to the ground plane size reduction.
The main/back lobe ratio for the Directional UWB monopole antenna
is at least of 10 dB, whereas for the Modified is lower than 10 dB.

5. CONCLUSION

Two directional UWB antennas were developed. It was shown that
directional UWB monopoles can be developed from omnidirectional
ones if a slanting angle between the radiator and the ground plane
is introduced. The lower cutoff frequency using proposed equation is
very close to the one obtained by simulations.

The antenna features in both cases are based on selecting through
a design methodology five parameters (bevel angle, height/width ratio,
width and height of the feeding point and the slanting angle) to get
UWB impedance matching and directivity. The prototypes have a
measured frequency band of at least 11GHz with a S11 ≤ 10 dB and
an average gain of 5 dB. These directional UWB antennas can be useful
in applications where a simple and small directional antenna is needed.
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